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MATCH INFORMATION 

(SVN) NK MARIBOR  0:1  DINAMO ZAGREB (CRO) 

DATE 28 AUG 2012 VENUE Stadion Ljudski vrt, Maribor, Slovenia 

TIME 20:45 CET STAGE UEFA Champions League Play-Off, 2nd Leg 

 

GOALS SCORED  0-1 Tonel (DIN, 12’) 

 

SANCTIONS 

Yellow Card(s) 5 (2-3) 
Handanovic (MAR, 13’) Ademi (DIN, 16’) Badelj (DIN, 36’) Vida (DIN, 
71’) Tavares (MAR, 85’) 

2nd Yellow Card(s) ----- ----- 

Red Card(s) 1 (1-0) Arghus (MAR, 85’) 

Penalty Kick(s) ----- ----- 

 

MATCH OFFICIALS 

Officials Name Origin Marks Difficulty 

Referee David Fernández Borbalán ESP 7.5 Medium 

Assistant Referee 1 Raúl Cabañero Martínez ESP 7.5 Medium 

Assistant Referee 2 Jesús Calvo Guadamuro ESP 7.9 Medium 

Additional Assistant 1 César Muñiz Fernández ESP 8.5 Medium 

Additional Assistant 2 Javier Estrada Fernández ESP 8.0 Low 

Fourth Official José Fernández Miranda ESP 8.0 Low 

UEFA Delegate Barry Bright ENG 

UEFA Referee Observer Terje Hauge NOR 

Blog Referee Observer Edward A. GRE 

 

EVALUATION SCALE 

Marks Classification of the marks*  

9,0 – 10,0 Excellent performance. 

8,5 – 8,9 
Very good fulfillment of the criteria’s majority and important decision(s) correctly 
taken. 

8,0 – 8,4 Good, expected level. 

7,8 – 7,9 Satisfactory performance with some areas for improvement. 

7,6 – 7,7 Acceptable performance with important areas for improvement. 

7,4 – 7,5 One crucial situation misvalued, otherwise in the area of 8,0 and above. 

7,2 – 7,3 One crucial situation misvalued, otherwise in the area of 7,6 – 7,9. 

7,1 More than one crucial situation misvalued, otherwise in the area of 8,0 and above. 

7,0 More than one crucial situation misvalued, otherwise in the area of 7,6 – 7,9. 

6,5 – 6,9 
Below expected level, inconsistent application of the laws [, defective control as 
well as an insufficient tactical approach], (a) crucial situation(s) misvalued and 
therefore a disappointing performance with significant points for improvement.** 

6,0 – 6,4 Unacceptable performance. 
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* The degree of difficulty must be integrated into the mark. 
** The criteria in square brackets [ ] only refers to the referee, not to the (additional) assistant referees. 
*** Expected level does not necessarily mean that there are no areas for improvement. 
**** The standard mark for additional assistant referees and fourth officials, who have to cope with a 
normal/expected level of challenges, is 8,0. For every other official, the standard mark is 8,2/8,3. 
 

Explanation for the Degree of Difficulty that is integrated in the marks and is to be considered 
separately for every match official. 

Low Nearly no challenging situations for the official. 

Medium Normal match for the respective official with a few challenging situations. 

High Difficult match for the respective official with difficult and important situations to solve. 

 
 

Description of the match 

The match was played at Ljudski Stadium. The match was held in an full stadium (12.400 spectators) 
and fans from both sides made a very hot atmosphere appropriate for every football match. The match 
started at a high pace and it was a very intense match with many fouls (6) until the goal. After the goal 
Maribor had some efforts to equalize and match had a good pace until the half-time. At the second half 
the match became boring with many fouls and one expulsion.  
Fernandez Borbalan (an Elite Development referee) was in charge of this match. The Spanish had to 
cope with some difficulties and especially with the passion both teams had (especially in the first half) 
which resulted at a total of 37 fouls. 
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REFEREE 

 

1) Application and Interpretation of the Laws of the Game, Disciplinary Control and (technical) 
Management of the game. The assessment should be reinforced by listing exemplary situations 
with minutes for key elements and by mentioning and evaluating every personal punishment 
issued by the referee as well as other important decisions. 
 

Comments 

The Application of the LOTG was good. Borbalan had a clear foul detection and a good card 
management. He started having a very strict approach and used his experience from the Spanish Liga 
in order to make his presence clear to the players especially at the first 10’ when the game started in a 
ferocious rhythm. He correctly intervened in a possible riot and he was always alert in every 
infringement. He had to deal with three big calls in this match. 
The first one occurred at min. 12’ when after a corner kick ball went to the side of AR1 and allegedly 
crossed the line for a goal-kick. AAR1 (Muniz Fernandez) indicated that the ball wasn’t whole out of 
the line and Borbalan accepted his consult indicating the goal correctly. 
The second one occurred at min. 72’ when Vida (DIN) fouled on Mezga (MAR) but the ball ends at 
Cvijanovic (MAR) who scores. Borbalan didn’t let the advantage and whistled the foul instantly making 
a crucial mistake not allowing a possible goal. After that situation he had another one to cope with. At 
min 84’ after a through ball Cop (DIN) is outside the penalty area and is being fouled by Arghus (MAR). 
The tackling is with high pace and the foot is raised above the ground and the force is very excessive. 
It is a situation that the LOTG clarifies as red card and Borbalan correctly issued it. After that situation 
he didn’t have any other difficulties until the end of stoppage time. 
 

Minute Description of the situation 

01’ Pivaric (DIN) fouls on Ibraimi (MAR). First of the match. 

03’ 
Badelj (DIN) fouls on Ibraimi (MAR). Borbalan is reaching for a card but finally makes 
only verbal warning. 

05’ Sammir (DIN) fouls on Filipovic (MAR) by raising his foot very high. Indirect Free-kick. 

05’ Ademi (DIN) fouls on Cvijanovic (MAR). Again verbal warning. 

10’ 
After a corner-kick Rajcevic (MAR) fouls on Kelava (DIN). A riot between players from 
both teams starts but Borbalan solves it instantly. 

12’ 
After a corner kick the ball ends up at Cop (DIN) (very close to the goal-line near AAR1 
and AR1) who passes it with a header to Tonel (DIN) who scores. Borbalan shows that 
the goal counts after consultation with AAR1 (Muniz Fernandez). 

13’ After the goal Handanovic (MAR) protests to AAR1 and is shown an YC. 

16’ Ademi (DIN) fouls on Filipovic (MAR) with a reckless tackle. Correct YC. 

20’ Badelj (DIN) once again fouls on Rajcevic (MAR). An YC would have been appropriate. 

27’ 
Tavares (MAR) gets into a good position in the centre, but fouls Domagoj Vida (DIN) 
trying to get a better position. 

29’ 
Beric (MAR) is being fouled by a Dinamo player at first and then by Vida (DIN). 
Borbalan firstly gives the advantage but then gives the second foul. 

36’ Badelj (DIN) fouls on Tavares (MAR) by making a tackle from behind. Correct YC. 

71’ Vida (DIN) fouls on Mezga (MAR) with a reckless tackle. Correct YC. 

72’ 
when Vida (DIN) fouled on Mezga (MAR) but the ball ends at Cvijanovic (MAR) who 
scores. Borbalan doesn’t let the advantage and gives the foul instantly making a crucial 
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mistake not allowing a possible goal. 

76’ 
Komazec (MAR) fouls on Leko (DIN) with a reckless challenge. Referee applies the 
advantage but he could issue the YC to the offender after a stop of the play. 

80’ 
Borbalan stops the match after consultation with AAR1 and informs the Fourth Official 
about Maribor fans. 

84’ 
After a through ball Cop (DIN) is outside the penalty area and is being fouled by 
Arghus (MAR). The tackling is with high pace and the foot is raised above the ground 
and the force is very excessive. Correct Red Card. 

90’ Additional time +3. 

90+3’ End of the match. 

 
 

2) Physical Condition  
 

 

+ o - Aspect 

 X  
Adequate Positioning (also at set pieces), always close to play,  
no interference with it 

 X  
Adequate Movement, diagonal system, decreases the distance 
to play in crucial situations and enters the penalty area if 
necessary 

 X  Anticipation of situations and awareness 

X   Physical Condition and stamina in general 

 
Please strengthen your assessment on the referee’s physical condition by listing meaningful 
situations in the grid below, which is mandatory in case of an awarded “-“ (negative point). 
 
Summarizing assessment (very good, good, medium, poor) of the referee’s physical condition: Good 

 

Minute Description of the situation 

Full time. 
He had a good condition. He took very good positions during the match and especially 
at set pieces. He could, however, be a little more careful with his sprints because in 2 
occasions he almost dribbled the ball. 

 
 

3.1) Personality, Tactical Approach (referring to the referee’s style of gaining authority and 
control, the degree of mutual respect between players and referee and the referee’s general 
appearance and manner of leading the match on the pitch. Exemplary situations that might 
bolster the observer’s assessment can be integrated into the coherent text (minutes then in 
brackets)) 
 

Comments 

He set the tone of the game from the beginning when he showed everyone that he wouldn’t tolerate 
any misconduct. His card management was very good but he could issue 1-2 more. The red card was 
totally correct so his authority couldn’t be questioned by anyone. 
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3.2) Match Control (referring to the level of control accomplished by the referee. Exemplary 
situations that might bolster the observer’s assessment can be integrated into the coherent 
text (minutes then in brackets)) 
 

Comments 

Match control was never an issue. All cards were justified and as well as the red. At the first 10’ he was 
very strict with everyone so he managed to have total control at the rest of the match. 

 
 

4) Co-operation with (additional) assistant referees and fourth official. 
 

Comments 

Co-operation with his team was very good. Especially his AAR1 was spot-on at the goal situation (min 
12’). His assistants indicated many fouls at their area but they did 1 mistake both at the field of offside. 

 
 

5) Summary, general comments on the referee’s performance and areas for improvement 
 

Comments 

Overall it was a very good performance but with 1 crucial error. Therefore his performance can be 
classified as ‘’One crucial situation misvalued, otherwise in the area of 8,0 and above.’’ 
 

Positive points 

1. Foul Detection 

2. Card Management 

3. Match control. 
 

Areas for improvement 

1. Advantage rule. 

2. ----- 

3. ----- 
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ASSISTANT REFEREE 1 

 
 

1) Physical and Technical Aspects  
 
 

 

+ o - Aspect 

 X  Adequate Positioning and Movement  

 X  Physical Condition and Stamina 

 X  Flag Technique in compliance with FIFA instructions 

 X  
Alertness and reaction to situations in his area of vicinity, good 
cooperation with referee 

  X Dealing with offside situations (“wait-and-see-technique”…) 

 
You can strengthen your assessment on the assistant referee’s physical and technical aspects by 
listing meaningful situations in the grid below, which is mandatory in case of an awarded “-“ 
(negative point). 
 

Minute Description of the situation 

44’ 
Disallowed goal for Dinamo Zagreb. Beqiraj is flagged for offside after a pass from 
inside the penalty area but replay showed that it was an own goal. Very difficult 
situation but a crucial error. 

 
 

2) Comments on the Application and Interpretation of the Laws of the Game (specially Law 11), 
every offside / critical NO offside situation as well as other meaningful situations are to be 
listed in the grid below. 
 

Comments 

One major call when he disallowed Dinamo’s second goal at min. 44’. Difficult situation and very hard 
to see but a crucial error. Other than that normal game for him. 

Minute Description of the situation 

27’ Ibanez (DIN) is flagged for offside. Correct decision. 

44’ 
Beqiraj (DIN) is flagged for offside after a pass from inside the penalty area but replay 
showed that it was an own goal. Very difficult situation but a crucial error. 
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ASSISTANT REFEREE 2 

1 

 

1) Physical and Technical Aspects  

 
 

+ o - Aspect 

 X  Adequate Positioning and Movement  

 X  Physical Condition and Stamina 

 X  Flag Technique in compliance with FIFA instructions 

 X  
Alertness and reaction to situations in his area of vicinity, good 
cooperation with referee 

 X  Dealing with offside situations (“wait-and-see-technique”…) 

 
You can strengthen your assessment on the assistant referee’s physical and technical aspects by 
listing meaningful situations in the grid below, which is mandatory in case of an awarded “-“ 
(negative point). 
 

Minute Description of the situation 

----- ----- 

 
 

2) Comments on the Application and Interpretation of the Laws of the Game (specially Law 11), 
every offside / critical NO offside situation as well as other meaningful situations are to be 
listed in the grid below. 
 

Comments 

No major calls for him. Only 2 offside calls (1 correct and 1 mistake). Other than that a normal match. 
Minute Description of the situation 

20’ Beric (MAR) is flagged for offside. Correct call but very easy to see. 

33’ Cvijanovic (MAR) is flagged for offside. Mistake. 
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ADDITIONAL ASSISTANT REFEREE 1 

 
 

1) Physical and Technical Aspects  
 

 

+ O - Aspect 

 X  
Adequate Positioning and Movement based on a good Physical 
Condition 

X   
Alertness and reaction to situations in his area of vicinity, good 
cooperation with referee (specially at set pieces like corner-kick 
or free-kick) 

 
You can strengthen your assessment on the additional assistant referee’s physical and technical 
aspects by listing meaningful situations in the grid below, which is mandatory in case of an 
awarded “-“ (negative point). 
 

Minute Description of the situation 

----- ----- 

 
 

2) Comments on the Application and Interpretation of the Laws of the Game, meaningful 
decisions are to be listed in the grid below. 
 

Comments  

One major call correct valued. Dinamo scored after a corner-kick, several Maribor players protested 
that the ball went out the goal-line. Muniz Fernandez indicates play-on even though he doesn’t have 
the best possible position. 

Minute Description of the situation 

12’ 
After a corner kick the ball ends up at Cop (DIN) (very close to the goal-line near AAR1 
and AR1) who passes it with a header to Tonel (DIN) who scores. Borbalan shows that 
the goal counts after consultation with AAR1 (Muniz Fernandez). 
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 ADDITIONAL ASSISTANT REFEREE 2  
 

 

1) Physical and Technical Aspects  

 
 

+ o - Aspect 

 X  
Adequate Positioning and Movement based on a good Physical 
Condition 

 X  
Alertness and reaction to situations in his area of vicinity, good 
cooperation with referee (specially at set pieces like corner-kick 
or free-kick) 

 
You can strengthen your assessment on the additional assistant referee’s physical and technical 
aspects by listing meaningful situations in the grid below, which is mandatory in case of an 
awarded “-“ (negative point). 
 

Minute Description of the situation 

----- ----- 

 
 

2) Comments on the Application and Interpretation of the Laws of the Game, meaningful 
decisions are to be listed in the grid below. 
 

Comments 

No involvement for him. 
Minute Description of the situation 

----- ----- 
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FOURTH OFFICIAL 
 

Reference to execution of technical procedures, important aspects and potential involvements  
 

Comments 

He didn’t have any problems except 1 time when he warned the Dinamo coach not to protest. Other 
than that not many issues except substitutions and additional time which both executed adequate. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Reported by: Edward A 
 

29/8/2012, Greece 


